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Adiabatic evolution is used in a variety of quantum information processing tasks. However, the
elimination of errors is not as well-developed as it is for circuit model processing. Here, we present a
strategy to accelerate a reliable quantum adiabatic process by adding Leakage Elimination Operators
(LEO) to the evolution which are a sequence of pulse controls acting in an adiabatic subspace. Using
the Feshbach PQ partitioning technique, we obtain an analytical solution which traces the footprint
of the target eigenstate. The effectiveness of the LEO is independent of the specific form of the
pulse but depends on the average frequency of the control function. Furthermore, we give the exact
expression of the control function in an experimental framework by a counter unitary transformation,
thus the physical meaning of the LEO is clear. Our results reveal the equivalence of the control
function between two different formalisms which aids in implementation.

PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, 42.50.Dv,

I. INTRODUCTION

Adiabatic theorem states that a system prepared in
a nondegenerate eigenstate will remain in that instanta-
neous eigenstate if the evolution time is infinitely long
even thought the eigenvalue itself could change. The
performance of the adiabatic evolution, including limit-
ing the rate of change of the eigenvalue is dictated by a
long evolution time compared to the inverse of a power
of the energy gap [1–3]. It plays an important role in
the quantum information processing, such as quantum
state transmission [4–6], adiabatic quantum computation
[7–10], adiabatic quantum algorithms [11–13], and heat
transfer [14, 15]. During the system evolution, the dissi-
pation and noise always exist and decoherence and leak-
age from one eigenstate to another accumulated during
a long runtime may destroy the accuracy of the system.
Therefore, several schemes have been proposed to speed
up adiabatic passage [16–18] while reducing errors. One
method is to modify the original Hamiltonian to compen-
sate for nonadiabatic errors, which is the so-called tran-
sitionless driving [19], counteradiabatic control [20], or
higher order invariants [21]. Another method is to apply
a sequence of fast pulses during the dynamical process,
consequently the adiabaticity [22], the adiabatic quan-
tum computation [10, 13], and non-adiabatic quantum
state transmission [23, 24] can be sped up.

Leakage Elimination Operators (LEOs) are a type of
dynamical decoupling control [25] that were introduced
to specifically counteract leakage in a two-state system

∗Corresponding author: lianao.wu@ehu.es

which encodes one logical qubit in a multilevel Hilbert
space [26–29]. In general, the total Hamiltonian can be
written asH = HP+HQ+HL, whereHP acts on the sub-
space of interest (e.g. the logical subspace), P , HQ acts
on the remaining Hilbert subspace orthogonal to the P
subspace, Q and HL is the part of the Hamiltonian that
can cause transitions between P and Q. If an operator
satisfies {RL, HL} = 0, and [RL, P ] = [RL, Q] = 0, then
RL is an effective LEO for the system. It satisfies the

limm→∞[e−iHt/mR†Le
−iHt/mRL]

m = e−iHP t/me−iHQt/m

[30]. This can eliminate the transition from P to Q.
Often unbounded fast and strong pulses (Bang-Bang)
are sought to eliminate errors [31, 32]. However, such
pulses are an idealization which is unattainable in ex-
periment. Furthermore, such Bang-Bang sequences has
been shown to be unnecessary; the effectiveness of LEOs
depends only on the exponential of the integral of the
pulse sequence in the time domain [10, 30].

During the adiabatic evolution, the transition from one
instantaneous eigenstate to another always ruins the adi-
abaticity. Can we add an LEO in one of the instanta-
neous eigenstate subspaces to prevent this transition? In
this paper, we propose such a scheme to speed up the
adiabatic quantum evolution by introducing an LEO in
the adiabatic framework of the Hamiltonian. For two
simple examples, by using the Feshbach PQ partition-
ing technique [33] we find that the transitions are greatly
suppressed via an external LEO control even in a non-
adiabatic regime. By using an appropriate unitary trans-
formation, we provide a description of the control func-
tion in an experimental framework. Furthermore, the
calculation shows that the fidelity is only determined by
the average frequency of the control function, this greatly
expands the choice of the types of pulses.
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II. LEO IN AN ADIABATIC FRAMEWORK

Given a time dependent Hamiltonian H(t), the instan-
taneous eigenstate |En(t)〉 and the corresponding eigen-
value are given by,

H(t)|En(t)〉 = En(t)|En(t)〉. (1)

At any particular instant the constitute a complete or-
thonormal set 〈En(t)|Em(t)〉 = δnm. They provide a gen-
eral solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
·

|Ψ〉 = H |Ψ〉 as a wave function |Ψ〉 that can be expressed
as a linear combination in the adiabatic time-dependent
basis

|Ψ〉 =
∑

n

cn(t)|En(t)〉, (2)

or time-independent basis

|Ψ〉 =
∑

n

dn(t)|En(0)〉. (3)

A unitary transformation can be used to transform
from the time-independent basis to the adiabatic basis,

U(t) =
∑

k

|Ek(t)〉〈Ek |. (4)

So at any particular instant, U(t) maps the time-
independent state |Ek〉 onto the time-dependent state
|Ek(t)〉. The corresponding gauge transformation of the
Hamiltonian is

Ha(t) = U
†

He(t)U − iU
† ·
U

= Hd(t) +M(t), (5)

where He and Ha are the representation of the Hamilto-
nian in an experimental (lab) frame and adiabatic frame,
respectively. The diagonal terms are

Hd(t) = U
†

He(t)U

= diag(E0(t)− i〈E0(t)|
·
E0(t)〉,

E1(t)− i〈E1(t)|
·
E1(t)〉, . . .),

and the off-diagonal terms, responsible for transforma-
tions, are

Mmn(t) = −iU † ·
U

= −i〈Em(t)|
·
En(t)〉(m 6= n).

In what follows we will consider a transitionless pro-
cess during the dynamics in a non-adiabatic regime. Our
strategy is to add an LEO control into the original Hamil-
tonian

HLEO = f(t)|E0(t)〉〈E0(t)|, (6)

where f(t) is the control function which describes a se-
quence of fast pulses. This will be describe an LEO can
be used to reduce errors from an encoded (logical) sub-
space to the rest of the system subspace whether the
pulses are the ideal pulses (bang-bang controls) [33] or
non-ideal pulses [30]. In contrast to adding LEOs di-
rectly into an lab frame [30, 33], here we add an LEO in
an adiabatic frame. The transition from one eigenstate to
other subspaces is prevented during the evolution. Then
if the control function is fast and strong enough, the sys-
tem evolution will behave as though it is adiabatic even
in a non-adiabatic regime.
We now illustrate the adiabatic LEO contorl by a sim-

ple two level system (Example 1). The Hamiltonian reads

H0(t) =
ω1

2
[cos(ωt)σz + sin(ωt)σx], (7)

where cos(ωt) and sin(ωt) describe a field whose direction
changes from z to x at constant angular velocity ω. Its
instantaneous eigenvalues are E0 = −ω1/2, E1 = ω1/2
and the eigenvectors of H0 can be expressed as

|E0(t)〉 = − sinωt/2| ↑〉+ cosωt/2| ↓〉, (8)

|E1(t)〉 = cosωt/2| ↑〉+ sinωt/2| ↓〉. (9)

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (7) in an adiabatic basis, with
the LEO control, can be written as

H(t) =

(

−ω1/2 + f(t) −iω
2

iω
2 ω1/2

)

. (10)

Without loss of generality, in Eq. (10), we let H
′

0 =
H0 − ω1/2, i.e., we change the energy zero point energy.
Ideally, if we turn on a strong, fast control f(t) ∝ δ(t−nτ)
at times nτ (n = 0, 1, . . .), the LEO control generates to
the LEO RL [26] in the adiabatic framework, or an adi-
abatic LEO. This operator satisfies {RL, HL} = 0, and

e−iH(nτ)τR†Le
−iH((n−1)τ)τRL ≈ e−iHd(nτ+(n−1)τ)τ .

(11)
When τ → 0 and t ≈ nτ , this Bang-Bang corresponds
to a parity-kick sequence and eliminates the leakage HL.
Furthermore, all leakage such as LB can be eliminated by
RL, where B can be an operator of another system, such
as an external bath [26]. When f(t) = δ(t−nτ), a parity-
kick at = nτ corresponds to the rotation LEO RL = −iZ,
such that R†LHLRL = −HL and HL is removed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have constructed the adiabatic LEO and next we
will analyze the potential speedup of the evolution. Us-
ing the PQ partitioning technique, an n-dimensional
wave function ψ can be divided into two parts: a one-
dimensional vector of interest P (t) and the rest (n− 1)-
dimensional vector Q(t). ψ,H can be written as

ψ =

[

P
Q

]

, HP +HQ =

[

h 0
0 D

]

, HL =

[

0 R
W 0

]

,

(12)
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where the 1× 1 matrix h and (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix D
are the self-Hamiltonians in the subspaces of P and Q.
For our example, h = f(t) − ω1/2 , R = −iω

2 , W = iω
2

and D = ω1/2. In the selected one dimensional subspace,
p satisfies

·
p =

∫ t

0

g
′

(t, s)p(s)ds, (13)

where we have used p(t) = exp[i
∫ t

0 h(s
′

)ds
′

]P (t). For

the Hamiltonian in Eq. (10), the propagator g
′

(t, s) =

−g(t, s) exp[i
∫ t

s
h(s

′

)ds
′

], g(t, s) = R(t)G(t, s)W (s).

G(t, s) = Γ←{exp[−i
∫ t

s
D(s

′

)ds
′

]} is a time-ordered evo-
lution operator. Specifically,

g′(t, s) =
−ω2

4
exp{i

∫ t

s

[f(s
′

)− ω1]ds
′}

=
−ω2

4
exp{i[( 〈ω2(s, t)〉 − ω1)(t− s)]}, (14)

where we have defined the average control frequency

〈ω2(s, t)〉 = [

∫ t

s

f(s
′

)ds
′

]/(t− s), (15)

from time s to time t. The adiabatic path requires
·
p = 0,

i.e., the eigenstate population of the time-dependent
Hamiltonian H(t) is constant in time. Clearly when

ω → 0,
·
p = 0, the standard adiabatic condition is satis-

fied. For finite ω, g′(t, s) is a quickly oscillating periodic
function. Its frequency can be enhanced by increasing
the average control frequency 〈ω2〉. Then the integrand
in Eq. (13) is a product of a quickly oscillating function
g′(t, s) and a slowly varying function p(s). According to
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, the integral of the prod-
uct of a fast varying and slowly varying function averages
to approximately zero. The integral is more inclined to
be zero for a a larger 〈ω2〉. The effectiveness of the LEO
depends on the average frequency of the control function
f(t), but does not depend on the details of f(t).
Now we present the numerical calculation results. Sup-

pose f(t) is chosen as a sequence of rectangular pulses,
f(t) = I with control and f(t) = 0 without control. I
is the pulse strength. τ(∆) is the time interval of the
free evolution (under control). For a regular rectangular
pulse, ∆/τ is a constant.
In our numerically calculation we use the time step

length ξ = 0.005/ω1 to calculate the propagator in Exam-

ple 1. The integral S =
∫ (n+1)ξ

nξ
f(s

′

)ds
′

(n = 0, 1, 2, ...)

in the propagator determines the controllability from
Eq. (14). Note that S is a dimensionless parameter.
Suppose the system is initially in the ground state of

H(0). The fidelity is defined as F = |〈Ψ(t)|E0(t)〉|, where
|E0(t)〉 is the instantaneous ground state in Eq. (1) and
|Ψ(t)〉 is the wave function governed by the the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation. By numerical calcula-
tion, we find that for this example, when T0 ≥ 10/ω1,
the system enters the adiabatic regime (F > 0.995).
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FIG. 1: (Color on line) Example 1: Fidelity versus parameter
ω1t for (a) different integral S, ∆ = ξ,∆/τ = 1/1, T = 1/ω1,
the time step length we used to calculate is taken as ξ =
0.005/ω1; (b) different ratio of ∆/τ , ∆ + τ = 10ξ, S = 0.03.

Now in a non-adiabatic regime T = 1/ω1 < T0 we
will study the contributions of the pulses. First, we
study the effect of pulse strength for regular rectangu-
lar pulses. The pulse strengths are taken to be I =
0, 5ω1, 8ω1, 10ω1, 20ω1, respectively. Fig. 1(a) plots the
fidelity as a function of ω1t for different S. It shows that
with increasing S, the fidelity increases and F approaches
one for S = 0.1 in a non-adiabatic regime. Since the con-
trol effect is only determined by the integral of f(t), F
will increase with increasing ratio ∆/τ . Fig. 1(b) shows
this property clearly.
Does the pulse density affect the control result? In

Fig. 2(a)-(d) we plot the fidelity as a function of ω1t for
different pulse intervals with the same ratio. Fig. 2(e)
plots the corresponding fidelity. The results show that F
changes slightly for same ratio ∆/τ .
Next we consider different types of pulses. The cal-

culation shows that they work as well as regular rect-
angular pulses [13, 30]. Suppose white noise is present
[22], so f(t) = ηrandξ(i), here rand(i) is a random num-
ber uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], η = 20ω1.
randξ(i) denotes that random function rand(i) is fixed in
the time interval ξ, and is random for each time interval.
Fig. 3(a)-(d) plot four kinds of pulses: regular rectan-
gular, random rectangular, noise and a fast sine signal
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FIG. 2: (Color on line) Example 1: Fidelity versus parameter
ω1t for different pulse interval, (a) ∆ = ξ; (b) ∆ = 10ξ;
(c)∆ = 25ξ; (d) ∆ = 50ξ. ∆/τ = 1/1.

f(t) = 10sin2(50t). Fig. 3 (b) plots one possible pulse as
an example while for Fig. 3(c) we plot an average value
of the noises (S ∈ (0.047, 0.053)) for different times.
In Fig. 4(a) and (b) we plot the corresponding aver-

age control frequency and fidelity for four types of pulses
plotted in Fig. 3. For randomness and noise, we plot
the average control frequency and fidelity for a thousand
trials. For the four cases, the average control frequency
〈ω2(s, T )〉 ≈ 10ω1, except that near s → T , there exists
a fast oscillation. Fig. 4(b) shows that the evolution of
the fidelity does not change significantly for near equal
average control frequencies. F (1) ≈ 0.994 for the four
cases. Experimentally, producing exactly regular rect-
angular pulses might not be easy. Our results again re-
lax constraints on experimental implementation of the
pulses, whether they are regular, random and even noisy
pulse sequences.
Now we turn to Example 2, a 3-spin Heisenberg XY

model. The Hamilton is given by

H0(t) =

2
∑

i=1

Ji,i+1(t)(XiXi+1 + YiYi+1) +

3
∑

i=1

hi(t)Zi,

(16)
where Ji,i+1(t) is the coupling between nearest-neighbor
sites. Suppose the coupling changes as Ji,i+1(t) =
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FIG. 3: (Color on line) Example 1: Different types of pulses,
(a) regular rectangular pulses, ∆/τ = 5/5, ∆ + τ = 10ξ,
S = 0.05; (b) random rectangular pulses,∆/τ ∈ [0, 1],∆ +
τ = 20ξ,S ∈ [0, 0.1]; (c) the average values of a thousand
times of noises with S ∈ (0.047, 0.053); (d) a fast sine signal
f(t) = 10sin2(50t).

J sin(Ωt) and the external field changes as hi(t) =
hi cos(Ωt), Ω = π/(2T ). Due to [

∑

i Zi, H0(t)] = 0, the
magnon is conserved in the evolution. Therefore we only
need to discuss the single-excitation subspace where the
total number of magnon is one. For simplicity, we take
J = ω1 and h1 = ω1, h2 = 0, h3 = −ω1. The Hamiltonian
reads

H0(t) = ω1





cos(Ωt) sin(Ωt) 0
sin(Ωt) 0 sin(Ωt)

0 sin(Ωt) − cos(Ωt)



 . (17)

The instantaneous eigenstates |En(t)〉 are |E0(t)〉 =

cos2(Ωt/2)|0〉 − sin(Ωt)/
√
2|1〉+ sin2(Ωt/2)|2〉, |E1(t)〉 =

sin(Ωt)/2|0〉+
√
2 cos(Ωt)/2|1〉 − sin(Ωt)/2|2〉, |E2(t)〉 =

sin2(Ωt/2)|0〉+sin(Ωt)/
√
2|1〉+cos2(Ωt/2)|2〉 with eigen-

values |E0(t)〉 = −
√
2ω1, |E1(t)〉 = 0 and |E2(t)〉 =√

2ω1.
The Hamiltonian in an adiabatic framework with an

added LEO control now takes the form

H0(t) =







0 −iΩ/2e−i
√
2ω1t 0

iΩ/2ei
√
2ω1t 0 −iΩ/2e−i

√
2ω1t

0 iΩ/2ei
√
2ω1t f(t)






.

(18)
The propagator can be calculated as

g′(t, s) = −Ω2

4
cos[

Ω(t− s)

2
] exp{i[〈ω2(s, t)〉−ω1](t−s)},

(19)
where 〈ω2(s, t)〉 is the average control frequency defined
in Eq. (15). As in the first example, when Ω → 0,
g′(t, s) → 0, the standard adiabatic conditions are ob-
tained. Compared with Example 1, the propagator
g′(t, s) is tuned by a cosine function cos[Ω(t− s)/2]. The
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FIG. 4: (Color on line) Example 1: For four types of pulses
plotted in Fig. 3, (a) average control frequency versus ω1s;
(b) the corresponding fidelity versus ω1t. For randomness and
noises, we calculate (thousand times) average density matrices
and obtain the corresponding average control frequency and
fidelity.

adiabaticity can also be enhanced by increasing the av-
erage control frequency. For big 〈ω2〉 − ω1, the quickly
varying factor is exp[i(〈ω2〉 − ω1)(t − s)] and the slowly
varying factor is cos[Ω(t − s)/2]p(s). The quickly vary-
ing factor eliminates all the off-diagonal elements of the
propagator and effective adiabaticity is obtained.
For this example, we consider the non-adiabatic regime

where T = 1/ω1. Fig. 5 shows (a) a plot of the average
control frequency 〈ω2(s, T )〉 as a function of parameter
ω1s for different S. Fig. 5(b) a plot of the corresponding
fidelity. In Fig. 5(b) the dash-dotted curve depicts the
fidelity without external pulses. It decays monotonically
with time. Clearly when 〈ω2〉 ≈ 10 ω1, F > 0.993. When
〈ω2〉 ≈ 15 ω1, F > 0.995, and effective adiabaticity is
induced.

IV. LEO IN EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

The analysis presented above clearly shows that the
LEO in an adiabatic frame can be used to prevent tran-
sitions. Thus effective adiabaticity is obtained in a non-
adiabatic regime. However, the control we add is in the
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FIG. 5: (Color on line) Example 2: (a) The average control
frequency 〈ω2〉 as function of parameter ω1s; (b) The corre-
sponding fidelity versus parameter ω1t for different integral
S, ∆ = 5ξ,∆/τ = 1/1, T = 1/ω1, the time interval we used
for the calculations are taken to be ξ = 0.001/ω1 ;

adiabatic frame. What is the experimental manifesta-
tion? To see this, we transform to the lab frame. For
Example 1,

UHLEOU
† = f(t)[cos2 ωt/2|0〉〈0|

+sin2 ωt/2 | 1〉〈1|]
−(sinωt)/2( | 1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|). (20)

For Example 2,

UHLEOU
† = f(t)|Φ(t)〉〈Φ(t)|, (21)

where |Φ(t)〉 = U |E0(t)〉 = [1 − sin2(Ωt)/4]|0〉 −
3
√
2 sin(2Ωt)/8|1〉 + 3 sin2(Ωt)/4 |2〉. That is to say, if

we apply the above pulse control in lab frame, then it is
equivalent to adding an LEO in an adiabatic frame.

V. CONCLUSION

Reducing the runtime for quantum information pro-
cessing tasks is of crucial importance for improving
performance. We have introduced an effective control
scheme to speed up adiabatic passage by adding an LEO
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in an adiabatic framework. LEOs [26] are general and
can be applied to subspaces or subsystems [27] by using
logical operations for the LEO. Here we have shown that
for our two examples, the PQ partitioning technique can
be used to derive an analytic solution for maintaining
the system in an instantaneous eigenstate. Numerical
calculations show explicitly that the average control fre-
quency, rather than the details of the control function,
determines the control effect [30]. This greatly relaxes
the constraints of applying regular pulses in experiments.
More importantly the control function in an experimen-
tal framework is given. This can be applied in the field
of adiabatic quantum information processing to improve

performance for adiabatic algorithms,
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